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Apiv60s, s, s. f. a juniper tree. Afza, as, s. f. a stump, log, trunk. Agros, see *extor. Afroa, as, s. f. a bear. Agos?aw, s, s. n. a small bear, bear's whelp, bear's The Expansion of Elizabethan England - Google Books Result


besides, our word whelp is expressive, only of the youngs Of. Creatures thus we fay, a lion j whelp, a bear's, whelp for which reason it seems more artificial. The bear's whelp: the autobiography of Robert Dudley, Duke of Whelp definition, the young of the dog, or of the wolf, bear, lion, tiger, seal. See more. bear young, child, give birth to whelps, bring forth (offensive when. Bear's Whelp by Wilson, Derek and a great selection of similar Used, New and Collectible Books available now at AbeBooks.com. bear-welp - Wiktionary


ant-bearmour-beareraxle-bearing-bearingbanner-bearerbear cubbear's footbear's Whelpbear-baitingbear-sizedbearablebeardbeardless. Murellow Whelp - Guild Wars 2 Wiki (GW2) ?29 Mar 2018. Murellow Whelpes are young bears encountered during the mission The Finishing Blow. Story involvement[edit]. Personal Story[edit]. Chapter 2: English Etymology: Or, a Derivative Dictionary of the English. - Google Books Result WHELPED, videtur cesse a X'x'«3'«, quod Hefych. exp. qo(Zhv, 8ofu3'«f, only of the young of creatures j thus we fay, a lion s whelp, a bear's whelp for which Bear's whelp - Rung.vn He brought too, this
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